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I met Arthur Miller only a few times, once sitting with him at a
dinner in New York and another time at English PEN's Writers'
Day in London, where he arrived having forgotten his talk and
improvised a brilliant presentation. He wasone of the grand writers
in PEN. I wasof a younger generation, inspired by his work and
leadership, but not personallyconnected to him, except that we
were both Americans.

When, as Chair of International PEN's Writers in Prison
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moved by 'the miraculous rationalism of the American Bill of
Rights' .

'So this wasmy function,' he reflected years later in his
autobiography,

to be fair, to keep the peace, and to persist in apolitically
advancing the politicalconcepts of liberty of expressionand the
independent author. The great thing was that these were the
unspoken longingsof most of those present, no matter where
they came from. . . . Maybe my very remoteness as an
American wasmy value here . . . I wasa stranger to their old
feuds. They were first to grasp this, but I caught on at last.

Since Arthur Miller's presidency the Berlin Wall has fallen, the
Iron Curtain has lifted, debate and discussionhave opened around
the globe, and PEN has grown in every region, almost doubling in
size, now with 141centres in 99 countries. At a dinner in New York
in April 2001,Arthur Miller told an audience of writers:

That it [PEN] is still around after three quarters of a century
when it has no army, no navy or air force, no politicalrewards
or threats of punishment, is possiblya triumph of illusionover
reality, the illusion that hope is rational in this world . . .
[W]ith all its flounderings and failingsand mistaken acts, it is
still, I think, a fellowshipmoved by the hope that one day the
work it tries and often managesto do will no longer be
necessary.Needless to add, we shall need extraordinarily long
lives to see that noble day. Meanwhile we have PEN, this
fellowshipbequeathed to us by severalgenerationsof writers
for whom their own successand famewere simply not enough.
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